
Reach Your Savings Goal

Answer Key

1. An old oak tree can have up to 
    700,000 leaves.

2. $27.3 billion will be spent on back-to
    school shopping this year.

3. The most watched TV event in the
   United States is the Super Bowl.

Did You Know?

Here are the answers to this issue’s questions:

Count QuiNBy’s 
Leaves

Shop for
School Supplies

       8 yellow leaves
       6 orange leaves
       9 red leaves

       $12

It’s always better to save your money first and spend later. As QuiNBy likes to say, “Pay yourself 
first!” One way to motivate yourself to save money is to create a goal. Once you identify your goal, 
make a plan to reach your goal and start setting money aside. Maybe there are chores you could do 
around the house to make some extra cash. You could also mow a neighbor’s lawn or have a yard sale. 
You could even open a lemonade stand in your neighborhood. However you plan to earn money, be sure 
to keep track of how much you save. Use the fooball field below to track your progress of reaching a 
savings goal of $10. Use a highlighter to color in the footballs each step of the way until you score 
a $10 Touchdown! Then, be sure to deposit the $10 you saved into your QuiNBy’s Savers Account.
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The first 
football 

is already 
colored in 
because 
you get a 
free $1 
QuiNBy 
Buck 

with this 
issue of 
QuiNBy’s 

Nutty 
News!
(below)

$8

1 1

1 1ONE QUINBY BUCK
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Count QuiNBy’s Leaves

Shop for School Supplies

QuiNBy is doing some back-to-school shopping. He needs 5 pencils, 3 notebooks, and 2 erasers. If a pencil is $1, 
a notebook is $2, and an eraser is $0.50, how much money will QuiNBy need to buy his supplies?

Answer: _________
(Answer Key on back)

7777

The first signs of Autumn are beginning to show as leaves begin 
to fall. Help QuiNBy count the leaves that have fallen from his tree.

How many leaves are there of each color?

____ yellow leaves      ____ orange leaves      ___ red leaves

$1.00
$2.00

$0.50


